Pure Nature – Aming’s Secrets of North East Tobago

Date: to be arranged

Time: 09.00 h – 16.00 h

Registration: 2 days prior, before 18.00 h

Meeting point: your personal guide will pick you up at an arranged point

Number of participants: 2-12 persons

Itinerary (changes upon request):
- Argyle Waterfall, take a swim if you desire (1.5 hours)
- guided rainforest walk (1.5 hours)
- hummingbird garden, chat with a naturalist (45 minutes)
- Bloody Bay Beach: lunch and swimming, Bloody Bay Bridge lookout point (1.5 hours)
- L’Anse Fourmi: heritage clay oven and snake watching, chat with a naturalist (45 minutes)
- drive through Hermitage Estate, an old cocoa plantation, visit a turtle nesting beach (45 minutes)
- return to Charlotteville (15 minutes)

Level of difficulty: moderate fitness required

Catering: cold water, fresh fruits, lunch at Bloody Bay Beach (pelau with chicken, fish or vegetarian)

Recommendation:
- comfortable sneakers, light trousers and shirt, sunhat
- swimwear and towel for Argyle Waterfall and Bloody Bay Beach
- sunscreen
- insect repellent

Contribution:
- adults TT$ 400, kids (5-12 years) TT$ 200, group price on request (>6 persons)
- includes transport, catering, entrance fee for Argyle Waterfall, hummingbird garden and snake encounter
- payment terms: TT$ cash on the day (before leaving)

Liability release: to be signed by all participants

Sustainability: We actively minimise single use plastic on all our tours.

Contact:
- Aming: 1-868-727-3989
- Curtis: 1-868-314-0665
- Lenor: 1-868-744-1454